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May 17, 2011 
 
General Discussion 

Present: Douglas Bowen, Kathy Tampio, Linda Fairbanks, Michael Rodgers, John Hamels, Ted 
Bogden, Paul Gavin and Jeffery Gossett. 
 
Absent: John Penhollow, David Thomas and Truman Bradley.  
 
Department/Division: Landfill and Environment 
Project #/Title: # 24403/Landfill Gas Recovery 

 
Presenter: Pantelis Panteli 
More waste expanded cells open and close 
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members:  
LF - Sale prices are what expected?  
PP - Burn or sell to power companies. Gas is producing what anticipated, prices vary with energy 
needs of company 
 
Mike - Enough gas to run? 
PP - Yes and enough to power one more. 
 
KC – We keep energy plant and landfill as separate accounts; keep same number each year & 
show cumulative project amount 
 
Paul - $1million last year? 
KC- Cumulative 
 
Project #/Title: #24632/Transfer Station Improvements 

 
Presenter: Pantelis Panteli 
Keep up every year with improvements 
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members: None 
 
Project #/Title: #24680/Vehicle & Equipment Purchases 

 
Presenter: Pantelis Panteli 
Replace major equipment every 2 years. A major expense is soil for cover, especially the  
trailers to transport waste to landfill. We have 2 vehicles to move around the landfill. 
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members:  
DB – Do you have a hauler now?  
GS – Yes 
 
 
 



Project #/Title: #24684/Phase IV Expansion 

 
Presenter: Pantelis Panteli 
Next expansion on west of existing is a major project in permitting stages now. As soon as 
approved by NYS DEC we will start working to prepare more air space in the future. 
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members:  
Dr. H - When?  
PP - Six months to a year 
 
KC - Part 2 of 4 bonding for 18million. Should that be $6million? 
PP - Maybe;  
 
GS - Depends on the user rate at the time;  
PP - Don't want to do all at once; in stages 
 
KT - Bonded for previous and 18 million is cumulative?  
KC – Yes, 18million is preapproved 
 
KT - But haven't gone to bond yet?   
PP - Spent about a $1mm to do hydro investigation and some other permitting study; depending 
on how much waste and fill up cells then dates are tentative; also amount of money to bond isn't 
written in stone; Year 4 or Year 2 will see 
 
KC - 4th phase of? 
PP – We completed 1, 2, and 3 so far.  4 will be good for 20 years. Evaluate in 4-5 years for now 
depending on amt of waste; all design needs to be in place; wetlands, drainage; permitting at least 
3 yrs 
 
Project #/Title: #24685/Phase II Capping 

 
Presenter: Pantelis Panteli 
As fill it up (sides) ongoing project 
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members: None 
 
Project #/Title: #24686/Repave Parking Lots 

 
Presenter: Pantelis Panteli 
2013 project 
Pave in office area and around leaching ponds 
 
 

Department/Division: Transportation 
Project #/Title: #25604/Large Equipment 
 

Presenter: George Spanos 
Largest expense is replacing plows. 30 plows, trying for replacement in 10th year. If not replaced 
then gets very expensive. 10k hours in ten years. It would be better if we replaced trucks every 
eight years. When we are forced to 10 years, we spend more on maintenance. Trucks haul 
blacktop in summer. 



Comments/Questions from CCPB Members: None 
 
Project #/Title: #25757/Large Vehicle Replacement 

 
Presenter: George Spanos 
Replace large construction equipment such as paver. Normally last 10-20 yrs.  We have done 
$50k in repairs in last 3 years Leasing is option but might not be available when we need it. Paver 
is 11 yr old and we have only one 
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members:  
JP - Replacement cost; took money for maintenance how many years out? 
GS – This is a question of availability and how that might delay road and bridge projects. May 
cause bridges to be closed longer. 
 
JP – Where do you buy your blacktop? 
GS – Place on Route 60 or in Jamestown. 
 
KC - Breakdown what is total cost for 2012 Municipal share?  
GS – This is a state program 
 
Project #/Title: #25874/Carpet Replacement 

 
Presenter: George Spanos 
Office building; worn  
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members: None 
 
Project #/Title: #25889/Admin Building Rooftop HVAC Replacement 

 
Presenter: George Spanos 
Have 50 yr live expectancy but costing a lot to maintain. It would be cost-effective to replace  
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members: None 
 
Project #/Title: #25890/Falconer 5 Overhead Door Replacement 

 
Presenter: George Spanos 
This is a 2014 project 
Old bldg in falconer main shop; expensive maintenance over the last couple of years  
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members:  
DB - All five? 
GS - Yes 
 
DM - Replace 1920 wooden doors in heated building? 
GS - Not worth putting in for current budget request. We partition to save heat; but we will soon 
have to do something as it was built in 1840s. 
 
 

 

 



Department/Division: Buildings and Grounds 
Project #/Title: #25780/Court House Elevator 

 
Presenter: George Spanos 
Replace; hard to estimate but based on cost of earlier ones. 
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members:  
KT – Is this a state mandate? 
GS – Yes. Does not meet ADA requirements. ADA wanted fully up to code in 1992 
 
Jeff - Just judges use? 
GS – No. One for only prisoners, one for county clerk and other one for judges. 
 
Project #/Title: #25784/Interior/Exterior Signage for Mayville complex 

 
Presenter: George Spanos 
Since changed main entry single and moved dormitory, so people are confused and recommend 
complete signage.  Challenging because of multiple entrances and two location for courts 
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members: None 
DB – Do you have someone design the signage?  
GS – No, we try to do interior signs in-house. Talking about exterior down to 430 to direct to 
courts and all other services; at 394 the same; hard to direct when no single entry point. 
 
KT - People get frustrated when they end up in the wrong place (i.e., GOB) 
John – Do we kiosk maps? 
GS – It is difficult to do with multi entries 
 
Project #/Title: #25787/HVAC Upgrades 

 
Presenter: George Spanos 
2-3 years ago when courts renovated project replaced boilers but not heating units. Original since 
1968 
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members:  
Paul – The prison wants to do a similar tie into it. 
GS - They would tie into ours. Central in GOB and HVAC in HBC cooling unit 
KC - Ultimately bond for all together at one 
GS - When did courts open at night since then decision to not do centralization of air 
conditioning? Since than put all in one so it is designed; this year doing ITIS server to be under 
central with a backup; under design now 
 
Project #/Title: #25820/SCOB Cooling Tower 

 
Presenter: George Spanos 
This is a 2014 project 
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members: None 
 
 
 



Project #/Title: SCOB Heat Pumps 

 
Presenter: George Spanos 
Pumps system phased multiyear 
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members: None 
 
Project #/Title: #25891/HRC Carpet Replacement 

 
Presenter: George Spanos 
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members:  
KC - All the offices 
GS – OFA, BOE 
 
Paul – IS OGS pricing cheapest? 
GS - No, just use them for estimate; actual may be other 
 
Paul - Local business? 
GS - Pucci usually; bid it out; keep options open 
 
KC – Environmentally friendly modular tile type? 
GS - Up front cost more to replace highly trafficked areas only 
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members: None 
 

 

Southern Chautauqua County Lake Sewer District 

 

Project #/Title: no formal requests 

 
Presenter: Jim Murphy 
Plugging away on projects previously approved; replacing mechanical drive units on 5 pieces of 
equipment, emergency alarms and replacing engine. Basically everything fine as we have a 
couple of million in reserves. As infrastructure ages we will need more and more replacement. 
Many units are rebuildable. One thing that may come up will be a unit to remove phosphorous 
estimated at $1-3mm. Very little expansion of customer base; plenty of reserve capacity 
 
Comments/Questions from CCPB Members:  
DM – Is this in Ashville? 
JM - Hoped for ARRA $ but unsuccessful. 
 
KC – Is chlorine involved? 
JM - Safer product; no de-chlorination needed. Today individuals wanting to build a sewer over a 
line; it requires an easement and amendment that gives risk to property owner; We now have the 
technical ability that allows for better monitoring. 
 
JP – We have never had a tour of the plant. 
JM - Under construction now; how about July? 
 

 



General Discussion 
Following the project presentations, members continued discussion with George Spanos: 
 
Any update on the situation with the North County Office Building? 
GS: No update; very challenging; checked with DSS and negotiated a price at the old Department 
of Labor building on Lake Shore Drive West next to The Resource Center.  We looked at layout 
changes, etc. and our proposals doubled the rent.  North County Office Building and the Graf 
building fell through because of different issues.  We've talked about options, including building 
our own at Liberty square site.  Meanwhile we may go back to negotiations on the Graf building. 
 
KC – There is nothing concrete 
Paul - What is cost per workers' space? 
GS - Between $20-40k. 
 
Paul - Have you considered building excessive capacity to rent to others? 
KC – We really don't have the money to do that  
GS - If property is leased, then we'd have to pay property taxes.  Wish I had an answer.  There are 
lots of discussions about options. 
 
DM - When Jon [DeAngelo] was here there was an issue with a generator and he said expect to 
see as project. 
GS - That's just GOB and HRC.  The sheriff has his own.  The estimated cost is $350k and it was 
not approved.  Hope it will last a couple more years. 
 
MR - How often is the generator exercised?   
GS - Once a week on Monday nights. 
 
KC - Asked about the shared services study by CNS that was presented to the legislative 
committee. 
GS - A couple of years ago we applied for a grant for $180,000.  The actual cost was $150,000.  
They analyzed but there were no records and no standardization between municipalities. Different 
materials used by town and county.  The widths of pavement vary.  They looked at quality, road 
sections and tried to compare.  Found not too many entities have excess capacity to share people 
from county to town and vice versa.  They did find that there is a lot of equipment that may or 
may not be underutilized.  The same applies to equipment and availability on a timely basis for 
scheduling when needed.  It makes it harder with too many entities to coordinate 45 different sets 
of equipment and facilities.  How to consolidate?  For example, neutral locations are needed and 
that requires an initial expense.  And what do you do with the other buildings?  In the long run it 
may eliminate half of utility and maintenance bills, and the buildings could also be put back on 
tax rolls, but they have environmental issues to remediate.   
 
Parks moved from Ashville to the airport and will sell the building.  We can't sell the Busti shop.  
Board of Elections has to store its old machines. 
 
Back to the CNS study:  there are records that are not easily accessible; hand written notes about 
the sharing; we don't record hours spent; record keeping takes staff that we don't have.   
 
The study didn't say that larger do better than small and villages. Did say if one town doing good 
let's explore snow and ice removal hard to compare Sherman 200 in and Dunkirk 60. One uses fly 
ash and not comparable; if all used there wouldn't be enough. 
 



There are 45 towns and villages and we all have working supervisors; share a lot and try to do as 
much as we can; especially equipment; that's where the savings is. 
 
KT – Any information on the sheriff's proposed radio system? 
 
DM - HVAC combined up to? $4.7 radio report just came in today. Add all them up and if we 
had to do them all $$$  from a six year perspective … 
 
JB - Where would money come from if failures? 
Linda – Isn't there a 2% cap on property tax? 
 
JB - Elevator still works and the ADA hasn't come down on us 
DM – There are great challenges for the Planning Board and its recommendations knowing there 
may be some numbers such as the generator which isn't on the table. 
 
JB - How much is required to be set aside? 
KC – This is being done 
JB -  $200k in unspent $$? 
KC - Every year we review and close out; ongoing project; if $ out there, do we close it and send 
it back or complete the project? 
 
DM - Most projects funded.  Will check with department heads. 
DB - If not? 
KC - By resolution moved back to capital projects reserve. 
 
JB - Point was can we use to add to general fund? 
KC - $1mm left right now in cap reserve; carefully considered; not all need to fit into the $750k; 
some can be bonded for 
 
Projects Review  
DM - Review the process and how the numbers will be brought back Table A by next week 
Table B lists all projects with all sources prioritized by the Planning Board using the ranking 
forms. 
 
If something below the line as a board you can modify any one allocation. 
 
Table c is a modified version of second page, e.g., CARTS adjusted numbers after presentation 
Last is the table for vehicle requests from all departments to see what will be taken from capital;  
 
KC - Usually not much because it's over four years. A few things still out there; JCC will present 
next week; couldn't fit the schedule because of commencement.  
  
25% of any capital project for college is funded at discretion by county.  NY asks for 50% but the 
college raises funds to offset.  
 
Matt Trusso, tech person with sheriff radio, said consultant will be in town two days after the 26th 
and his numbers may change for the PB at the last minute. 
 
Numbers are a lot higher than either Matt or Don expected  
 



4 solutions: Narrow banding: 25mh system; feds req. 12.5 by 2013 and eventually to 6.25 MHz 
system; guesses any equip now manufactured must meet the 6.25.  Any current investment will 
be for 10-15 years out.  We now have analog and would need digital for narrowband 4.7mm, and 
may need to scrap it all in ten years. 
 
Option a & b are narrow banding at 4.7 for just the public safety 
Option old SWN system $12mm and consultant said specific downsides for FCC licensing, site 
work, local operations (open sky) and open sky II pf25 standard which original doesn't meet. 
 
Original 800 MHz microwave system consultant recommends (high cost constraints) has best 
coverage and best long term solution.  $20mm.  A big investment for county this size. 
 
KC - $12mm system has one vendor; others have multiple vendors 
DM - Original eng estimates based on modeling; don't include county doing own site work; 
Don't know if George Spanos has capacity to do it and would be local share 
 
JH – Is the FCC requiring this upgrade? Can we get extension? Nobody has money can't we pool 
our influence with other counties? 
DM - Bandwidth demand and auctioning off 
KC - Have had notice for many years 15 
DM – NY said SWN system to be built, so wait and when it went south we were close to deadline 
and made purchases but last year it shifted. Now within 18 mo of deadline 
Have given some extensions but this one may be solid. 
 
DB – Anything else? 
 
KC - Can we ask departments to come back? 
DB - D usually handles this by email. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


